EVENTS CELEBRATE FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP

Celebrating Faculty Research, Scholarship, and Creative Accomplishment
Monday, April 28th, 2008 (1:30–2:30 p.m.)
Regina Library

Dan Speidel, Library Director, Jennifer Ferguson, Reference Librarian, and Kate Russell, Electronic Information Librarian hosted the event and assembled the display. The same staff and Donna Page, Assistant Director for User Services, planned the event and collected materials. Jennifer compiled the 2008 Contributor List and distributed copies.

2008 Contributor List

Barbaro, Susan
“Examining the Fate of Anthropogenic Compounds in Aquatic Ecosystems”
contributed to: Rivier Academic Journal
Online Journal – Vol. 2, No. 2, Fall 2006

Barbaro, Susan (contributing author)
“Isolation of a Bacteriophage from Sewage Sludge and Characterization of its Bacterial Host Cell”
contributed to: Rivier Academic Journal
Online Journal—Vol. 3, No. 1, Spring 2007

Caiazza, John
The War of the Jesus and Darwin Fishes: Religion and Science in the Postmodern World

Dean, Sharon
“Constance Fenimore Woolson’s Letters to Dr. William Wilberforce Baldwin”
contributed to: Resources for American Literary Study

DeCicco, Albert
contributed to: The Writing Center Journal – Vol. 28, No. 1, 2008

DeCicco, Albert
Book Chapter – Peter Lang, 2007, publisher
DeCiccio, Albert (contributing author)  
“Work in Progress: Publishing Writing Center Scholarship”  
contributed to: *The Writing Lab Newsletter*  

DeCiccio Albert  
“There’s Something Happening Here: The Writing Center and Core Writing,” in *The Writing Center Director’s Resource Book*, ed. Christina Murphy and Byron L. Stay  
Book Chapter—Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2006, publisher

Della Ferra, Michaeline  
*Beneath the Villa Moon*  
Book – A Measure of Words Press, Inc., 2007

Della Ferra, Michaeline (co-editor)  
*Secrets*  
Book – A Measure of Words Press, Inc., 2006

Gately, Susan  
“Facilitating Reading Comprehension for Students on the Autism Spectrum”  
contributed to: *Teaching Exceptional Children*  
Journal—Vol. 40, No. 3, Jan/Feb 2008

Gately, Susan (contributing author)  
“A Textual Deconstruction of Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer: Utilitarian, Mechanistic, and Static Constructions of Disability in Society and in Schools”  
contributed to: *Essays in Philosophy*  
Online Journal—Vol. 9, No. 1, January 2008

Gately, Susan  
“Teaching Students with Severe Disabilities to Read: The Need for Reconciling Constructivism”  
contributed to: *Rivier Academic Journal*  
Online Journal—Vol. 3, No. 1, Spring 2007

Greene, Richard  
“With the Temne in the White Man’s Grave”  
contributed to: *Rivier Academic Journal*  
Online Journal—Vol. 3, No. 2, Fall 2007

Higgs, Bryan  
“A PDP-11 Computer Simulator”  
contributed to: *Rivier Academic Journal*  
Online Journal—Vol. 3, No. 1, Spring 2007
Langelier, Carol
“The Culturally Competent Professor: Our Role in Creating Community”
contributed to: Rivier College Online Academic Journal

McGuire, Mary Ellen
“Catholic Social Teaching Meets Wall Street: Do Good While Doing Well”
contributed to: America

Menke, Martin
“Good Catholics – Good Germans”
contributed to: Kirchliche Zeitgeschichte

Rekart, Jerome (contributing author)
“Remodeling of hippocampal mossy fibers is selectively induced seven days after the acquisition of a spatial but not a cued reference memory task”
contributed to: Learning & Memory

Rekart, Jerome (contributing author)
“Presynaptic Structural Plasticity and Long-lasting Memory: Focus on the Learning-Induced Redistribution of Hippocampal Mossy Fibers” in Neural Plasticity and Memory: From Genes to Brain Imaging
Book Chapter – CRC Press, 2007, publisher

Rekart, Jerome (contributing author)
“Learning-induced axonal remodeling: Evolutionary divergence and conservatism of two components of the mossy fiber system within Rodentia”
contributed to: Neurobiology of Learning and Memory

Rekart, Jerome (contributing author)
“Spatial Learning Induces Presynaptic Structural Remodeling in the Hippocampal Mossy Fiber System of Two Rat Strains”
contributed to: Hippocampus

Riabov, Vladimir (contributing author)
“Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP)”
contributed to: Handbook of Computer Networks, Vol. 2, edited by H. Bidgoli
Riabov, Vladimir (contributing author)
“Storage Area Network Fundamentals”
contributed to: *Handbook of Computer Networks*, Vol. 3, edited by H. Bidgoli

Riabov, Vladimir
“Graph Theory Applications in Developing Software Test Strategies for Networking Systems”
Contributed to: *River Academic Journal*
Online Journal—Vol. 3, No. 1, Spring 2007

Riabov, Vladimir (contributing author)
“Challenging Projects and Virtual Labs in Web-enhanced Networking Technology Classes”
contributed to: *The Journal of Computing Sciences in Colleges*
Journal – Vol. 21, No. 6, June 2006

Riabov, Vladimir (contributing author)
“Numerical Simulation of Interactions between Dissociating Gases and Catalytic Materials in Shock Tubes”
contributed to: Book of Abstracts of the 26th International Symposium on Shock Waves
Conference Proceedings – 15-20 July 2007, Goettingen, Germany

Riabov, Vladimir (contributing author)
“Rotational-Translational Relaxation Effects in Diatomic-Gas Flows”
contributed to: Book of Abstracts of the 26th International Symposium on Shock Waves
Conference Proceedings – 15-20 July 2007, Goettingen, Germany

Riabov, Vladimir (contributing author)
“Numerical Simulation of Shock Interference in Hypersonic Rarefied Flows about a Cylinder”
contributed to: *Proceedings of the Fourth M.I.T. Conference on Computational Fluid and Solid Mechanics*
Conference Proceedings – 13-15 June 2007, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, USA

Riabov, Vladimir (contributing author)
“Exploring Singular Differential Equations with Exponential Box-Schemes”
contributed to: *Proceedings of the 19th International Conference on Technology in Collegiate Mathematics*

Riabov, Vladimir (contributing author)
“Numerical Simulation of Kinetic Effects in Low-Density Hypersonic Aerodynamics”
contributed to: Proceedings of the 25th International Congress of the Aeronautical Sciences Congress
Conference Proceedings – 3-8 September 2006, Hamburg, Germany

Riabov, Vladimir (contributing author)
“Numerical Simulation of Rarefied-Gas Flows about a Rotating Cylinder”
contributed to: Proceedings of the 25th Symposium on Rarefied Gas Dynamics
Conference Proceedings – 21-28 July 2006, St. Petersburg, Russia

Riabov, Vladimir (contributing author)
“Numerical Study of Hypersonic Rarefied-Gas Flows about a Toroidal Ballute”
contributed to: Proceedings of the 25th Symposium on Rarefied Gas Dynamics
Conference Proceedings – 21-28 July 2006, St. Petersburg, Russia
Riabov, Vladimir (contributing author)
“The Role of Online Academic Journals in Colleges”
contributed to: Proceedings of the 4th International Conference on Technology, Knowledge and Society

Riabov, Vladimir (contributing author)
“Motivational Study Cases for the Introductory Mathematics Course in Colleges”
contributed to: Rivier College Online Academic Journal
Online Journal – Vol. 2, No. 2, Fall 2006

Riabov, Vladimir (contributing author)
“OPNET Projects in Online IT Classes”
contributed to: 10th Annual Curriculum Workshop of the National Center for Telecommunications Technologies
Conference Proceedings: 10-12 July 2007, Marlborough, MA

Riabov, Vladimir (contributing author)
“The Structured Testing Methodology for Software Quality Analyses of Networking Systems”
contributed to: NEQC 56th Conference of New England Quality Council
Conference Proceedings: 17-18 October 2006, Mansfield, MA

Rolf, Carol
“Protecting the Protectors: Liability, Insurance, and Laws Pertaining to Volunteers Involved in Homeland
Security and Emergency Management”
Contributed to: Rivier Academic Journal
Online Journal—Vol. 3, No. 1, Spring 2007

Stanford, Judith
Now and Then: Current Issues in Historical Context

Stull, Bradford
Dad Incarnate: Rediscovering Fatherhood
Book—Novalis, 2007

Tavani, Herman (contributing author)
“Intellectual Property Rights: From Theory to Practical Implementation,” in Global Information Technologies:
Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications, ed. Felix Tan
Book Chapter –Information Science Reference, 2008

Tavani, Herman (contributing author)
“Online Communities, Democratic Ideals and the Digital Divide,” in Global Information Technologies: Concepts,
Methodologies, Tools, and Applications, ed. Felix Tan
Book Chapter –Information Science Reference, 2008
Tavani, Herman  
*Ethics & Technology: Ethical Issues in an Age of Information and Communication Technology*  
Book—John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2007

Tavani, Herman  
“Philosophical Theories of Privacy: Implications for an Adequate Online Privacy Policy”  
contributed to: *Metaphilosophy*  

Tavani, Herman  
“Regulating Cyberspace: Concepts and Controversies”  
contributed to: *Library Hi Tech*  
Journal—Vol. 25, No. 1, 2007

Tavani, Herman (editor)  
*Ethics, Computing, and Genomics*  
Book—Jones and Bartlett Publishers, 2006

Tavani, Herman  
“Cyberethics as an Interdisciplinary Field of Applied Ethics: Key Concepts, Perspectives, and Methodological Frameworks”  
Contributed to: *Journal of Information Ethics*  
Journal—Vol. 15, No. 2, Fall 2006

Wright, Elizabetheda  
“Plutonium”  
Contributed to: *Rivier Academic Journal*  
Online Journal—Vol. 3, No. 1, Spring 2007

Wright, Elizabetheda  
“Keeping Memory: The Cemetery and Rhetorical Memory in Constance Fenimore Woolson’s ‘Rodman the Keeper’”  
contributed to: *Studies in the Literary Imagination*  

---

**Electronic Classroom Presentations**

Sr. Theresa Couture:  “*Remembering and Re-Imaging: a Tribute to Marie Rivier*”

Sue Murphy:  “*Women’s Experiences Balancing Multiple Roles: Examining the Aftermath*”

Martin Menke:  “*Preparing a Book Proposal: Thy Will Be Done: New Perspectives on German Political Catholicism and the Enabling Act*”